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Cultural Wing

FESTIVAL OF MANIPURI DANCE 
& MUSIC

11th & 12th March  2015, 6.30 pm (Daily)
Nehru Centre Auditorium

Library

Welcoming the Spring
by Ms. Katie Bagli

Date: Saturday, 14th March  2015
Time: 10.00 am to 12.00 noon
Venue : Hall of Harmony

Book Event

Celebrating Women’s Day
Malala: The girl who stood up for 
education and changed the world.

Ms Vibha Kamat will be in conversation 
with Dr. Vibhuti Patel and Shri Utkarsh 
Majumdar

Date: Thursday, 26th March 2015
Time: 5.00 pm    
Venue : ‘Who Are We” Hall

Nehru Planetarium

38th Planetarium Anniversary 
Celebrations 

Concluding Function

Date: Tuesday, 3rd March 2015
Time: 5.00 pm
Venue: Hall of Quest, Nehru Planetarium
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Rajni Patel Memorial Lecture
The first Memorial Lecture was delivered by Shri Soli Sorabjee, former 

Attorney General of India on ‘Fundamental Duties’ on January 9, 2015 - 

Birth Centenary Day of late Shri Rajni Patel. Some excerpts of his talk were 

published in the Newsletter for February 2015.

Following are some more excerpts from his talk:

It was in 1976 during the June 1975 Emergency that a specific Part IV-A was 

incorporated in the Constitution by a Constitutional amendment and 

Article 51-A was enacted which lists certain duties to be performed by 

citizens.

Article 51-A list of fundamental duties are:

a) To abide by the Constitution and respect its ideals and
institutions, the National Flag and the National Anthem;

b)  To cherish and follow the noble ideals which inspired our national 

struggle for freedom;
c) To uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India;
d) To defend the country and render  national service when called upon to

do so;
e) To promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst 

all the people of India transcending religious, lingustic and regional or 

sectional diversities; to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of 

women; 
f) To value and preserve the rich heritage of our composite culture;
g) To protect and improve the natural environment including forests, 

lakes, rivers and wild life, and to have compassion for living creatures;
h) To develop the scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry

and reform;
I) To safeguard public property and to adjure violence;
j) To strive towards excellence in all spheres of individual and collective 

activity so that the nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavour 

and achievement;
k) Who is a parent or guardian to provide opportunities for education to

its child, or as the case may be, ward between the age of six and fourteen
years.

contd. on page 2
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What Nehru said...

In India there has been, compared to the West, a remarkable tolerance in 

regard to religious thinking. But there has been an equally remarkable lack 

of tolerance in regard to social life. Tolerance means toleration of others’ 

opinions; not the opinions of those who agree with one but opinions which 

are opposed to  one’s own. Tolerance is a state of mind. It is essential 

because the world is a varied place. The variety of views in the world makes 

it still more exciting. Truth is much too big to be comprehended by any 

individual and for anybody to say that he knows it....

March 5, 1962

One of the fundamental duties which 

needs special emphasis is “to 

promote harmony and the spirit of 

common brotherhood amongst all 

the people of India transcending 

religious, linguistic and regional or 

sectional diversities; to renounce 

practices derogatory to the dignity of 

women”. [Article 51-A(c) ]

The Preamble to our Constitution 

proclaims Fraternity assuring the 

dignity of the individual. The link 

between the spirit of common 

brotherhood mentioned in Article 51-

A(c) and the ideal of fraternity in our 

Preamble is evident. Again the duty 

of renounce practices derogatory to 

the dignity of women flows from the 

dignity of every individual assured 

in  the Preamble.

There are other fundamental duties 

which deserves emphasis viz. the 

duty to develop the scientific temper, 

humanism and the spirit of inquiry 

and reform and the duty to strive 

towards excellence in all spheres of 

individual and collective activity. So 

that the nation constantly rises to 

higher levels of endeavour and 

achievement [Article 51-A (h) and 

(j)]. The underlying philosophy is 

that discourse on fundamental rights 

c a n n o t  b e  d i v o r c e d  f r o m  

fundamental duties or else we do 

disservice to both.

One cannot effectively exercise 

fundamental rights or perform 

fundamental duties unless tolerance 

is  prevalent  in society.  The 

i m m a c u l a t e  p r e m i s e  o f  o u r  

Constitution is tolerance and mutual 

accomodation. Tolerance is not 

merely a goody goody virtue. It 

entails a positive attitude which 

permits and protects not only 

expression of thoughts and ideas 

which are  accepted and are  

acceptable but which also accords 

freedom to the thought we hate.

Tolerance is essential because firstly 

it helps to weaken a general tendency 

against receiving or acknowledging 

new ideas. It helps to break the status 

quo mentality. Secondly tolerance is 

particularly needed in large and 

complex societies comprising people 

with varied beliefs and interests. This 

is because a readiness to tolerate 

views other than one’s own facilitates 

harmonious co-existence and helps to 

check the desire to establish an overly 

homogenized society. Tolerance 

recognizes that there can be more 

than one path for the attainment of 

truth and salvation. A tolerant society 

protects the right to dissent, an 

essential feature of a genuine 

democracy.

It should be noticed that there is an 

essential linkage between tolerance, 

human rights, democracy and peace. 

On the other hand if there is 

pervasive and persistent intolerance 

the inevitable consequence will be 

violence and that would ultimately 

endanger peace and pose a serious 

threat to our democracy.

Furthermore intolerance has a 

chilling, inhibiting effect on freedom 

o f  t h o u g h t  a n d  e x p r e s s i o n .  

Development and progress in any 

field of human endeavour are not 

possible if any thought or opinion 

which questions the current ideology 

or conventional thinking incurs the 

wrath of the authorities or a certain 

section of the population and is 

visited with dire consequences. We 

know how Galileo suffered for his 

theory that Sun was the centre of 

Solar System and not the Earth. 

Darwin was a victim of intolerance 

and was lampooned and considered 

as an enemy of religion for his 

seminal work, the Origin of Species. 

Nearer home we have the example of 

Raja Ram Mohan Roy whose efforts 

for reform in the Hindu religion, 

especially for the abolition of Sati, 

evoked virulent opposition because 

of menacing intolerance. We must 

ensure that we do not revert to those 

dark days.

(to be continued)
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STAR CHART FOR  MARCH 2015

Phases of the Moon (timings in IST hh:mm)

  Full                                                                                             
  (Amavasya)                     (Shukla Paksha                                                                                                                                                                              
                                            Ashtami)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 Moon                      Last Quarter                    New Moon  First Quarter
(Poornima)                     (Krishna Paksha               

Ashtami)

    05 Mar., 23:35                 13 Mar., 23:18                    20 Mar., 15:06                   27 Mar., 13:18
                          

                                                    

The map shows slightly more sky than that will be visible  from a given 
location. Thus the map can be used elsewhere in India at 21:00 hrs Indian Time. 
Hold the chart vertically before your eye sand turn it until the geographical 
direction you are facing shows at the bottom of the chart.

(Disclaimer: The Indian names of the stars and 

planet, given in parenthesis for the purpose to 

remind the reader that India has a rich astronomical 

tradition. We do not subscribe to astrology.)

The month March this year offers 
another good chance to see Uranus 
which will be just about 5 arc second 
from Venus on 4th and then Mars 
passed by it on 11th of March.   On 
20th there will be a lunar eclipse.  
Only the end part of the eclipse will 
be visible from Mumbai.

Vernal Equinox, the day on which the 
sunrays fall vertical on the equator of 
the Earth takes place on 21st at  04:14 
IST  
Mercury  moves from  Capricornus 
to Aquarius on 10th and then to 
Pisces on 29th.

Venus moves from Pisces to Aries on 
17th.
 
Mars moves from Pisces to Cetus on 
1st then back to Pisces on 2nd and 
then to Aries on 29th.

Jupiter is in Canser this month.  It is 
moving towards M44 the Beehive 
cluster.

Saturn remains in Scorpius this 
month and is stationary on 14th.

The Sun moves from  Aquarius to 
Pisces on 13th..

NEHRU PLANETARIUM

SKY SHOWS : ‘Ancient Skies & Ancient Mysteries’

Timings 

12 noon (Hindi) 1:30 pm (Marathi) 
3:00 pm (English)  4:30 pm (Hindi)

(MONDAY CLOSED)
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As a part of Indian Science Congress, which was organised in Mumbai during January 3-7, 2015, a special session on 
“Challenges to Education in Modern India " was hosted at Nehru Centre, Mumbai on Tuesday, January 6, 2015.  Dr. Anil 
Kakodkar, DAE Homi Bhabha Chair Professor & Member, Atomic Energy Commission, chaired the session. Dr. H. C. 
Pradhan, UM-DAE CBS, Mumbai and Dr. Aniket Sule, HBCSE, Mumbai coordinated the entire proceedings. The 
presentations by the panelists were followed by a question and answer session.

In his opening remarks Dr. Kakodkar said that education is one area of 
public investment that can produce maximum returns.   He pointed out 
that things are changing rapidly, and today, the preparation of youth to 
be able to deal with emerging tomorrow needs to be done in a different 
manner since whatever was relevant earlier would keep changing 
rapidly.

Dr. Varun Sahni, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi talked on 
"Technology Vision 2035 - Education". He said that since 2011, TIFAC 
(Technology Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council, the 
Government's autonomous technology think tank) has been engaged in 
a vast consultative exercise to formulate a Technology Vision 2035 (TV 
2035) for the country. Education is one of the sectors of TV2035 with 
vision of 'Realizing the full potential of every Indian.'  He said the sectorial document further considers that by 2035 there 
would be eight broad, non-mutually exclusive, categories of Indians, each with very distinct educational needs. 

Dr Sahni ended his talk by mentioning that the sectorial report delves in 
detail into evolving notions of teaching and learning, including adaptive 
learning, blended/hybrid learning etc. 

Dr. Sanjay G. Dhande, Former Director, Indian Institute of Technology, 
Kanpur & Founder Director, Mahindra Ecole Centrale, Hyderabad 
spoke on "Education for Global Leadership in Technology." He said 
Indian higher technical education has been well acknowledged all over 
the world due to the impact of institutions like IITs, NITs and IIMs.   
However, he pointed out that the success so far has been due to the 
“analysis” orientation of education. In the coming years, the global 
leadership in technology will need strong emphasis on the “synthesis” 
orientation of education.

In order to develop effective solutions for such grand challenges and take a leadership role at the global level, Indian higher 
technical education will need to change the present curriculum structure and details as well as the pedagogical approach.

Dr Dhande stressed upon how the Indian higher technical education can focus on creation of various types of intellectual 
properties.  In his conclusion he said that India has achieved a global leadership position in IT services and automotive 
components. Similar status can be achieved in higher technical education with an aim of achieving a leadership role in 
technology development through high quality education.

Dr. Pandit Vidyasagar, Vice Chancellor SRTM (Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada) University, Nanded while 
speaking on "Revitalization of Teaching Learning Process" said revitalization of the teaching learning process is essential 
to raise academic standards, bring out innovation, and satisfy the need of holistic education and developing student as a 
global citizen. The traditional methods of rote learning have become obsolete and would hinder the progress of students. 
Unfortunately, in India there is vast diversity in governance, structure patterns, curriculum and evaluation methods along 
with quality of teachers and the mind set of stakeholders. 

He further mentioned that it is essential to introduce conceptual, holistic and activity based learning.  He informed that 
SRTMU, Nanded has recently introduced a programme  involving skill based learning and made it an integral part of higher 

"Challenges to Education in Modern India"

Dr. Anil Kakodkar

Audience in rapt attention
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education. A novel scheme 'ONE TEACHER ONE SKILL' 
has been launched and is also supported by Maharashtra 
Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture.

Dr. H. C. Pradhan, Raja Ramanna Fellow, UM-DAE CBS, 
Mumbai spoke on "Science and Mathematics Education - 
Perspectives and Prospects" where he mentioned that 
Science as a vehicle of modernization and progress was 
recognized in India even before independence (1947). The 
initial thrust in respect of science education was on 
numbers and establishment of institutions. 

While we have made substantial progress in both these 
areas and also achieved remarkable qualitative success in 
research in certain areas like space, our objectives of taking 
benefits of science to the underprivileged and taking 
science to the masses remain unfulfilled.  

He further mentioned that our educational system needs 
massive infrastructural inputs: toilets, classrooms, 
blackboards, laboratories, equipment etc. At the same time, 
we need to invest in recruiting and training teachers and 
educational administrators. Further our entire educational 
enterprise needs a paradigm shift in thinking and 
orientation. Fortunately one sees that many positive 
developments have taken place during the last two 
decades: the national curricular framework (2005) brought 
out by NCERT, the national curricular framework for 
teacher education (2010) brought out by NCTE, the RTE 
Act, the national assessment and accreditation exercise, 
autonomous colleges, establishment of special science 
education inst i tutes ,  talent  nurture schemes,  
undergraduate research schemes and so on.

Dr. Pradhan reviewed some significant attempts at reforms 
and innovation mainly in the area of school and 
undergraduate science in the country. He also suggested 
some additional measures based on his experience in 
science education.

Dr. Uday Panchpor, Chief Executive Officer and Shri. Amit 
Ranade, both from Maharashtra Knowledge Corporation 
Limited (MKCL), gave a joint presentation on “Technology 
for Large Scale Access to Education”. Their focus was on 
the experience of MKCL (a company set up in 2000 and 
promoted by the Department of Technical and Higher 
Education of Government of Maharashtra). They run a 
course on IT literacy (MS-CIT) which had made over 1 crore 
students IT literate so far. They have set up a network, 
under a public-private partnership framework, of 5000+ 
Authorised Learning Centres across the entire state of 
Maharashtra. Incorporating the four steps of adult learning, 
namely, appreciation, imitation, emulation and self-
direction, the course is based on a problem-centred, rather 
than content-centred, approach. It has been successful in 
motivating students to progress beyond situation based 
learning to socially useful and productive output.

A Two Days Festival of Manipuri Dance & Music
Designed and devised by Jawaharlal Nehru Manipur 
Dance Academy, Imphal will be celebrated on the 11th & 
12th March 2015.

The festival is dedicated to the memory of Kathak maestro 
Sitara Devi and Manipuri exponent Savitaben Mehta.

11th March 2015, 6.30 pm
TRADITIONAL MANIPURI DANCE & MUSIC

Lai-Haraoba : The most basic, original and traditional 
form of Manipuri culture. It is a rigidly observed ritual 
dance which begins towards the end of the year and 
continues into the New year. It is celebrated at the shrines 
of the old sylvan gods and goddesses known as Laibungs.

Dhol Cholam : Holi in Manipur is celebrated as Yaosang. 
Dhol Cholam, a drum dance, is an esstial part of this 
festival.

Thang-Ta : In Manipuri, ‘thang’ means sword and ‘ta’ 
means spear. This performing art includes sword-fight, 
fight with spears and wrestling (mukna) practiced both by 
men and women. It is accompanied by Dholak and Kartal.

Pung-Cholam : The Pung or Manipuri Mridanga (drum) is 
the soul of Manipuri Sankirtana music and classical 
Manipuri dance. Pung is a cylindrical drum made out of 
wood and leather. Pung Cholam is a highly refined 
classical dance characterised by complex rhythm and 
cross rhythm, jumps and aerial leaps. 

Vasant Raas : This dance is of the spring season which is 
played on the full-moon night of Chaitra (march-April). 
Shri Krishna and Gopis led by Radha dance together and 
play Holi with ‘abir’ in a riot of colours. 

12th March 2015, 6.30 pm
SHAKUNTALA (Dance-Drama)
Based on Abhinjan Shakuntalam, a Sanksrit play written 
by the great Poet Kalidas.

Date & Time: 11th & 12th March  2015, 6.30 pm
Venue: Nehru Centre Auditorium

Entry: Entrance Cards will be available on Thursday, 5th March 
2015 from 10.30 am until availability of entrance cards from 
Booking Counter of Nehru Centre Auditorium.
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Programmes for
March 2015
GANESH  PANDA
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Ganesh received G.D.A. in Fine Art 
from Govt. Art College, Odisha. He 
has done many shows in India. His 
landscapes are with brush and knife 
technique in oil on canvas.

Tuesday 3rd March to
Monday 9th March 2015   

(AC Gallery)

YOGESH  SUTAR

Yogesh has G.D.A. and Dip.A.Ed. in 
Painting from Jalgaon. He has 
participated in many group shows 
and won awards. His portraits are in 
oil on canvas.

Tuesday 3rd March to
Monday 9th March 2015   

(Circular Gallery)

VIKRANT  SHITOLE

Vikrant  completed G.D.A. in 
Painting from L. S. Raheja School of 
Art, Mumbai with First class. He has 

received many awards for his 
paintings. He specializes in water 
c o l o u r s  a n d  g i v e n  m a n y  
demonstrations.

Tuesday 10th March to
Monday 16th March 2015   

(AC Gallery)

ANKUSH  DHUPKAR  .  
SANDEEP  SHETYE

Ankush is a self-taught artist. He has 
many solo and group shows to his 
credit. His realistic works are in water 
colouors and pen & ink.

Sandeep is also a self-taught artist. 
He has had few shows in Mumbai. 

His work is realistic in water colour 
and acrylic.

Tuesday 10th March to
Monday16th March 2015   

(Circular Gallery)

VIKAS  MALHAR

Vikas  has obtained G.D.Art in 
Painting from L. S. Raheja School of 
A r t ,  M u m b a i .  H i s  a b s t r a c t  
compositions are with forms and 
colours collide, intermingle with 
each other and creates atmosphere. 
His paintings are in acrylic on canvas.

Tuesday 17th March to
Monday 23rd March 2015   

(AC Gallery)

Painting by Ganesh Panda

Painting by Ankush Dhupkar

Painting by Vikas Malhar

Painting by Sandeep Shetye

Painting by Vikrant Shitole
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DINKAR  KUMBHAR

Dinkar completed G.D.A. in 
Painting from Kolhapur. His 
paintings are compositions in cubic 
forms.

Tuesday 17th March to
Monday 23rd March 2015   

(Circular Gallery)

REKHA  RANA

Rekha obtained B.F.A.; M.F.A. and 
Ph.D. in Creative Painting from 
Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi 
(U.P.) She has had many solo shows 
in India and was selected for large 
number of prestigious shows. She 
also has won many national awards 
and Gold Medals. Her illustrated 
compositions are in acrylic on 
canvas.

Tuesday 24th March to
Monday 30th March 2015   

(AC Gallery)

ANUJ  MALHOTRA

Anuj has attended extensive art 
courses apart from being in the 
corporate life. He is an engineer by 
profession but had many art shows 
to his credit. His paintings are in 
mix media and pen & ink on canvas.

Tuesday 24th March to
Monday 30th March 2015   

(Circular Gallery)

TALENT  DEFY  HANDICAPTALENT  DEFY  HANDICAP
Physical handicap is no bar to expression which was proved by the children 
participating in the ‘On the Spot Art Contest’ for Handicapped Children 
was organized on the 2nd February 2015 as an Nehru Centre Art Gallery’s 
annual feature.

Eminent artist Shri Jitendra Gaikwad and Shri Ganesh Mhatre  who 
judged the artworks were highly impressed with the paintings and 
sculptures produced by the handicapped children. 

Painting by Dinkar Kumbhar

Handicapped children at work at the ‘On The Spot Art Contest’

1st Prize - Under 12 yrs.
Kumari Roshni Shaikh

1st Prize - Mild Category
Kumari Neha Pradhan

1st Prize - Under 12 yrs. (Blind)
Kumar Salman Patel

1st Prize - Under 16 yrs. (Blind)
Kumar Darshan Kamble

1st Prize - Above 16 yrs. (Blind)
Kumar Ajay Gupta

1st Prize - Moderate Category
Kumari Nicole Shroff

1st Prize - Above 16 yrs.
Kumari Priyanka Kulkarni

1st Prize - Severe Category
Kumar Aditya Malve

1st Prize - Under 16 yrs.
Kumar Prayag Pendere
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NEHRU CENTRE PUBLICATIONS

 
MUMBAI PAST & PRESENT    *    WITNESS TO HISTORY

*  REMEMBERING EINSTEIN    *   

 INDIAN ASTRONOMY A Source Book

EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE: The Planetarium Way

SCIENCE IN INDIA: PAST & PRESENT

DISCOVERY OF INDIA  Abridged and illustrated 

NEHRU REVISITED

RULE OF LAW IN A FREE SOCIETY

CHALLENGES TO DEMOCRACY IN INDIA

Colourful Catalogues for Sale

1. R. K. LAXMAN  /   2. MARIO DE MIRANDA    

3.  G. N. JADHAV  /  4.  ART HERITAGE OF 

MAHARASHTRA

5.  HAREN DAS  /  6.  PROF. P. A. DHOND

7.  COLLECTOR'S PRIDE  /  8.  K. B. KULKARNI

9.  VINAYAK S. MASOJI

10.  SAMAKALEEN (Contemporary Five Artists)

VINAYAKRAO WAGH * RAJARAM PANVALKAR

KRISHNAJI KETKAR * DATTAJIRAO DALVI

* GOVIND MALADKAR

11.  NAGESH B. SABANNAVAR

12.  NARAYAN L. SONAVADEKAR

13.  "GURU-SHISHYA" 

BABA GAJBAR & GANPATRAO WADANGEKAR

14.  D. G. KULKARNI (DIZI)

15.  MILLENNIUM SHOW

(A Century of Art from Maharashtra)

16. BALAJI TALIM & HARISH TALIM

17. S. L. HALDANKAR & G. S. HALDANKAR

18. VINAYAKRAO P. KARMARKAR

19. GOPALRAO DEUSKAR

ART FUSION 

2007 / 2008 / 2009 / 2010 / 2011 / 2012 / 2013

SANSKRUTI
CD ROM : An Aesthetics of Indian Culture 

DISCOVERY OF INDIA 
VCD Version

Set of ten greeting cards 
Based on Discovery of India Exposition

Set of five assorted  gift cards 
Designed by Handicapped children

Available at:
Discovery of India Exposition, Ground Floor, 
NEHRU CENTRE, Worli, Mumbai - 400 018.

Design & Layout  : Imtiaz Kalu
Photography: Vasant Vedre

Published for Nehru Centre by Srinivas Krishna Kulkarni at Discovery of India Building,
 Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai - 400 018.   Tel : 2496 4676  Fax : 2497 3827 

Printed at M/s Trimurti Enterprises, 229, A/2, Shah & Nahar Industrial Estate, 
Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013. Phone : 8652666981 / 9820280366     

Editor : Srinivas Krishna Kulkarni  
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LIBRARY

New Arrivals: Books on Mumbai 

Sr. No. Title Author

  1 Bombay stories Saadat Hasan Manto
                            

2 Beyond Bombay balconies Ayesha Taleyarkhan

  3 Ambarnath Shivalaya Kumud Kanitkar

4 Raj Bhavans of Maharashtra: Spenta Multimedia
Witness to glory

5 hrvalaolaI maMuba[-

6 Bombay: Social change 1813-1857 Vijaya Gupchup

7 St. Thomas’ Cathedral, Bombay: Vijaya Gupchup
A witness to history

8 Health care in Bombay Presidency Mridula Ramanna
1896-1930

                  

9

10 Bombay: From precincts to sprawl Kamu Iyer 

A$Na puraiNak

maMuba[-  kala AaiNa Aaja maMijarI kamat

NEHRU CENTRE LIBRARY

: nehru-centre.org/library.html

: nehrucentrelibrary.blogspot.in

: nehrucen-koha.informindia.co.in

: www.facebook.com/NehruCentreLibrary

Open on:

Timings: 10 am to 6 pm

2nd & 4th Saturday

Closed on Sundays and 
public holidays

Monday to Friday,
1st, 3rd & 5th Saturdays

Timings: 10 am to 2 pm
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Welcoming the Spring
by Ms. Katie Bagli

Date: Saturday, 14th March  2015
Time: 10.00 am to 12.00 noon
Venue : Hall of Harmony

For students of Stds. IV to VI
Last date for registration:
7th March, 2015
Limited seats, register early
Email: 

or call: 24983921
aratidesai@nehru-centre.org

Book Event

Celebrating Women’s Day
Malala: The girl who 
stood up for education 
and changed the world.

Ms Vibha Kamat will be in conversation 
with Dr. Vibhuti Patel and Shri Utkarsh 
Majumdar

Date: Thursday, 26th March 2015
Time: 5.00 pm
Venue : ‘Who Are We” Hall

Date of Publication: 18th of every month

Posted at Worli, MDG, Mumbai - 400 018. on 24/25th of previous month
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